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The Commonwealth of Virginia is widely
known as the birthplace of United States
presidents. Less well known is the fact that
the state is also the home of the city manager
form of government: the first city manager
in the United States was appointed by the
City of Staunton in 1908. Virginia has also
been a pioneer in the development of county
administrators, with Arlington County being
the second county in the United States to
adopt the county manager plan of
government in 1932. As of January I, 1983,
all of Virginia's 41 cities employed a municipal
manager, and 90 of its 95 counties had either
a county administrator, manager, or
executive. In addition, of the 189 incorporated
towns in Virginia, over 50 of them (mainly
the larger towns, with populations over 1,0(0)
employed a manager.
Thus, today most Virginians live in
communities
served
by
professional
appointed administrators. Who are these
people that are responsible for administering
and managing the cities, towns, and counties
of Virginia? What personal and educational
attributes do they bring to their jobs? Are
the local government managers in Virginia
similar to or different from their counterparts
nationally? And how have Virginia's
municipal managers changed since the early
1970s? The characteristics of the individuals
who hold these appointed executive positions,
called
collectively
local
government
managers, are the subject of this News Letter.
THE ICMA SURVEY
In 1974 the International City Management
Association (ICMA) undertook a survey of
all municipal managers and other appointed
officials throughout the United States who,
regardless of title, exercised overall
administrative responsibility within their
municipalities. The ICMA survey was
designed to collect information on the

personal
characteristics,
educational
background, and career patterns of municipal
managers in the United States. A total of
fifty-seven managers from Virginia's cities and
towns responded to the 1974 survey. A
statistical profile of the Virginia municipal
manager was developed from these survey
results by Michaux A. Wilkinson in the April
1976 issue of the News LetterJ
During the summer of 1980, ICMA again
undertook a survey of local government
managers, chief administrative officers, and
executive directors. 2 This time ICMA
expanded its survey to include not only
administrators appointed by municipal
councils, but also those appointed by county
governing bodies. The information collected
on these local government managers, their
careers, and their feelings was to be used to
help managers chart strategies for the eighties.
A total of III of Virginia's local
government managers responded to the 1980
survey, 47 from cities or towns and 64 from
counties. This article will draw upon the
results of the 1980 ICMA survey to present
an updated statistical profile of local
government managers in Virginia. In
addition, the article will compare Virginia's
managers with their counterparts nationally
and look at the ways in which managers have
changed since the 1974 survey. The article
also will offer some comparisons between
Virginia's managers in municipalities (cities
and towns) and those in counties. The
statistical data have been supplemented by
discussion with some of Virginia's local
government managers about their own
perceptions of the manager's role.
I Michaux H. Wilkinson, "The Virginia Municipal Manager: A
Current Statistical Profile," University of Virginia News Leller,
April 1976.

2Results of the 1980 national survey are reported in part in
Richard J. Stillman III, "Local Public Management in Transition:
A Report on the Current State of the Profession," The Municipal
Yearbook 1982 (Washington, D.C.: International City Management Association, 1982). Additional information and survey data
from Virginia were obtained directly from the ICMA.

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
The typical Virginia municipal manager,
according to ICMA's 1980 survey, was a
married white male with a college degree and,
at almost 45 years of age, about two and
one-half years older than the average manager
nationally. The average Virginia county
administrator was also married and a white
male college graduate, but, with an average
age of 41, was about 4 years younger. Overall,
the average age of Virginia's local government
managers has remained about the same as
it was in 1974 Gust under 45 years of age).
Virginia's local government managers in
1980 ranged from 27 to 63 years of age. Given
the fact that county administrators were, on
the average, younger than municipal
managers, it's interesting to note that less than
2 percent of the county administrators were
younger than 31, compared to almost 11
percent of the municipal managers. At the
national level, ICMA found that the smaller
the size of the commu~ity, the lower the
average age of the manager; -this trend was
not observed in Virginia in 1980. In fact, in
two cities with a population of more than
250,000, one of the managers was only 36
years old, while the other was age 59.
In 1974, all except one of the Virginia
respondents to the ICMA survey were male,
a situation consistent with that reported
nationally. By 1980 the statistics had changed
very little. The 1980 survey data for Virginia
showed no female municipal managers, while
two of the county administrators were female.
Nationally, the percentage of female local
government managers had gone from 1
percent of all managers in 1974 to 3 percent
in 1980. It should be noted, however, that
by late 1983, the number of female county
administrators in Virginia had risen to four,
and two others were working as interim or
acting administrators. The majority of these
women had been promoted from positions
within the county.
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The 1980 survey results also showed little
racial diversity among local government
managers, either in Virginia or nationally. At
the national level, the combined percentage
of blacks, native American Indians, Hispanics
and Asians in 1980 remained at the 1974
average of 2 percent. In Virginia, however,
the growth in absolute numbers of black
managers was more significant-especially
since in 1974 none of the survey respondents
was black. In 1980, by comparison, Virginia's
respondents included 2 county administrators
and 2 municipal managers who listed their
race as black. Half of all the black managers
who responded to the national survey in 1980
worked in communities of over 500,000
people, but no relationship between race of
the manager and the size of the community
was observed in Virginia. The diversity among
local public managers in terms of both race
and sex probably will continue to grow as
more women and blacks enter the profession,
and as the diversity increases among those
elected council and board members who
appoint the managers.
Virginia managers responding to the 1980
survey listed their religious affiliation most
frequently as Protestant, although 6 percent
of the county administrators and 11 percent
of the municipal managers indicated that they
were Catholic. (In 1974, only 2 Virginia
municipal managers had identified themselves
as Catholics.) At the national level, 22 percent
of the managers responding in 1980 listed
their religious preference as Catholic. Only
two of the Virginia respondents said that they
had no religious preference, while 8 percent
of managers nationally indicated no religious
preference.
A large proportion of local government
managers are married, but the group as a
whole has not been immune to the increasing
incidence of divorce during the past decade.
In 1974, all but one of the Virginia
respondents to the ICMA survey were either
married for the first time or widowed, and
only 60 managers responding nationally (3
percent) had ever been divorced or separated.
By 1980, however, approximately 10 percent
of the Virginia managers responding to the
second survey had been divorced-a figure
quite close to the corresponding 12 percent
of respondents nationally. (These figures
include those who subsequently had
remarried.) Despite these statistics, the
percentage of divorced local government
managers remained lower than the percentage
for the U.S. population as a whole, in which
approximately one in three adults has been
divorced. Single managers are in the minority;
only two of Virginia's managers responding
to the 1980 survey had never been married.
Turning to the responses regarding political
affiliation, many Virginia local government
managers apparently agree with a statement
Woodrow Wilson once made that "The field
of administration is a field of business. It is
removed from the hurry and strife of
politics.... Administration lies outside the

proper sphere of politics. ''3 In 1980, the
majority of Virginia's county administrators
(over 62%) and 43 percent of its municipal
managers reported that they were not
affiliated with any political party. Those who
did report a political affiliation were likely
to be independents; this group accounted for
over 20 percent of county administrators and
almost 35 percent of municipal managers in
Virginia. Only 11 county administrators and
10 municipal managers reported identification with either the Democratic or the
Republican party in Virginia. At the national
level, in contrast, most managers (56 percent)
identified with one of the two major political
parties. This obvious tendency to separate the
position of manager from local politics may
be influenced by the fact that elections for
city councils and county board of supervisors
in Virginia traditionally have been
nonpartisan.

EDUCATION
In terms of education few differences
between Virginia municipal and county
managers existed in 1980. Only 23 percent
(a total of 25) of the local government
managers in Virginia had not obtained a fouryear college degree by 1980, although almost
all of those reported that they had attended
college. While county administrators were no
more likely than municipal managers to have
an undergradute degree, they did have more
advanced education; 44 percent of the county
administrators held a master's degree,
compared to only 33 percent of the municipal
managers. It's important to note here,
however, that this average figure for
municipal managers may be affected by the
inclusion in that category of town as well as
city managers. Many of the towns are quite
small, and the Virginia managers with higher
levels of education tended to be concentrated
in the larger communities.
Overall, local government managers in
Virginia and nationally were slightly more
educated in 1980 than they were six years
before. At the same time, the report on the
1974 survey observed that the normal
education of Virginia municipal managers
was not as extensive as that of managers
nationally-and this difference still remained
in 1980. While 51 percent of all local public
managers had obtained a master's degree,
only about 40 percent of Virginia's local
government managers had a master's,
doctorate, or law degree.
of
When
the
educational
fields
specialization for local government managers
were reviewed, some interesting patterns
emerged. Overall, Virginia's local government
managers had received bachelor's degrees in
the fields of government, administration or
business, engineering, and social science. The
fields
of specialization
for
county
administrators and municipal managers were
3Woodrow Wilson, "The Study of Administration," II Political
Science Quarterly (June 1887).

similar, except that no municipal manager
held an undergraduate degree in the social
sciences, and engineering degrees were more
common among municipal managers (35
percent) than county administrators (17
percent).
At the national level in 1980, political
science, history and government were more
common areas of specialization than they
were in Virginia. The ICMA also noted a
national trend away from undergraduate
training in engineering-from over 30 percent
of all local government managers in 1974 to
13 percent in 1980. This trend was not
observed in Virginia, where the number of
all local government managers that are
engineers has remained at about 30 percent
over the past decade.
In contrast to the variety of undergraduate
specialties, most local government managers
both in Virginia and nationally focused their
graduate work on administration and
business. Of the managers with graduate
degrees in 1980, 76 percent in Virginia and
85 percent nationally had done their graduate
work in the area of management, administration, busin.ess, or planning. The overwhelming preference of managers for these
graduate specialties had not changed since
the 1974 survey.

CAREER PATTERNS
The 1980 survey data on career patterns
suggest that the path to promotion in local
government is through experience in local
government.
Many local government
managers in Virginia (35 percent from
municipalities, 40 percent from counties) had
come to their current jobs from a chief
executive position in another community.
Another sizable group, 21 percent of county
administrators and 30 percent of municipal
managers, had worked as assistant managers
before taking their current position as chief
executive. Only 12 percent of county
administrators and just 5 percent of municipal
managers had worked as department heads
for localities in their immediate past jobs.
Another point of interest is the fact that only
three respondents in Virginia had moved
directly from the state or federal government
levels to work as municipal or county
managers.
Only one Virginia municipal manager who
responded to the 1980 survey stated that his
immediate previous position had been with
the military. This was not the case in 1974
when, contrary to national trends, 7 out of
57 Virginia managers (about 12 percent of
those who responded to the first survey) had
assumed their present positions directly from
military service. Thus, Virginia managers now
have become similar to local government
managers nationally in this respect.
The majority of Virginia's municipal
managers (86%) had been working for either
a city or a town before taking their present
position; only one reported having come
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reported getting any satisfaction from this
part of their jobs. Those respondents from
the cities were somewhat more optimistic.
Fewer (26%) reported frustration, and at least
half reported some level of satisfaction with
local government's effectiveness in this regard.
Significantly, a total of 10 Virginia local
government managers indicated doubt about
whether the profession can "make a
difference. "
One possible explanation for these
responses may be the characteristics of what
Douglas Yates called in 1977 "the ungovernable city." Yates saw urban government policy
makers as being unable to govern effectively
because of a city's basic political and social
organization, and the nature of the services
that it provides. The fragmentation of urban
service delivery and of urban policy-making
processes cause what Yates called an "urban
government jigsaw puzzle that few people ever
seem able to put together." This inability to
"put it all together" may be one reason that
local government managers in Virginia have
expressed frustration with their local
government's ability to deal with problems
effectively.
This may further help to explain why
managers feel high levels of job pressure.
Many local government managers perceive
themselves to be ~ighly visible in the
community and personally accountable to the
citizenry. If, then, these professionals feel that
local government is ill-equipped to deal with
problems generated by increasing social
complexity, greater demands for services, and
federal and state mandates, it is little wonder
that they experience pressure on the job.

THE FUTURE OF THE PROFESSION
Virginia local government managers, like
their counterparts across the nation, remain
optimistic about the future, despite the
difficulties and frustrations that they face in
their profession. When the 1980 ICMA survey
asked managers what they saw as the future
directions of the profession, most of those
from Virginia felt that their function would
continue to be carrying out and supporting
the consensus of the elected board or council
on policy matters.
Managers also were asked to rate how their
influence on a number of specific management
issues might change by the year 2000. Most

of Virginia's municipal managers felt that
their influence would be about the same as
it is today in the areas of budgeting and policy
recommendation and formulation; most
county administrators, on the other hand,
thought that their influence in these areas
would increase in the next sixteen years.
Virginia's county administrators also saw
their influence growing in labor relations and
in planning and evaluation. This expanding
role of county administrators is no doubt due
in part to the increasing urbanization of many
counties, as well as to the counties' growing
reliance on a manager system of government.
Most local government managers foresaw
a decreased role for themselves in
procurement and purchasing, local politics,
and public opinion leadership. One county
administrator, endorsing the need for
managers to deemphasize the role as a leader
of public opinion, commented, "Strong
administrators can become leaders in the
community.... They forget that they are there
to administer, not provide strong local leadership, and this can lead to their demise."

SUMMARY
The average local government manager in
Virginia, according to data collected in
ICMA's 1980 survey, was just under 45 years
old, a white male college graduate, married,
and Protestant. The only personal trait on
which the municipal and county managers
exhibited any significant difference was that
the average age for county managers was
abont four years younger than that of their
municipal counterparts.
The personal characteristics of local
government managers, on the average, have
changed little since 1974, when an earlier
survey was conducted. Some subtle changes
have occurred within the profession in the
last few years, however. Virginia managers
have become, on the average, slightly more
ed ucated in the past decade, and several
women have been appointed to the position
of county administrator. In addition, Virginia
local government managers are no longer
exclusively white. These same changes have
taken place among managers nationally, and
they probably are indicative of a continuing
trend toward higher levels of managerial
ed ucation and increasing diversity in personal
characteristics of managers.

Local government managers both in
Virginia and nationally have experienced an
increased divorce rate since 1974. Even so,
managers as a group exhibited a greater
degree of marital stability in 1980 than the
U.S. population as a whole. Virginia's local
government managers were more likely than
their counterparts nationally to report some
religious affiliation, but they were less likely
to claim political affiliations than were all
other local government managers.
Most municipal and county managers in
Virginia have seriously considered leaving the
local government profession. The pressures
of the job, the lack of job security, long hours,
and little privacy were all given as reasons
that had prompted them to think about
resigning. Most Virginia managers are
satsisfied with their roles in policy
implementation and formulation, and in their
relationships with department heads and local
citizens. They rated relationships with board
and council members, though, as generally
less satisfying.
While this article has given a general profile
of Virginia's local government managers
today, as well as presenting some of their
views on management, the picture is
necessarily an incomplete one. All managers
bring to their positions the force of their
individual personalities-and this element,
while difficult to describe, shapes both the
manager's approach to local government
management and his or her success in the
job. As C. H. Garland, member of the Central
Council Institute of Public Administration in
England, wrote in 1932:
The skill of the administrator ... is
only partly capable of universal
acquisition: the final and highest
expression of it, like the expression
of all art, is personal. It is possible
for all normal persons to learn the
elements of musical notation, but
the great musician brings to his task
something more than this .... So
with administration there is much
that can be reduced to formulae,
much that can and must be
collected, classified, and taught as
science, but the great administrator
brings to this foundation personal
qualities which can be neither
taught nor acquired."

Erratum: The February 1984 News Letter incorrectly reported (p. 33, col. 3) that eight incumbent women legislators were reelected to
the House of Delegates in November 1983. In fact, nine incumbent women were reelected; mistakenly omitted from the News Letter's list
of incumbents was Democrat Marian Van Landingham of Alexandria.

Persons or institutions may be placed on the mailing list to receive copies of the News Letter by sending a written request to News
Letter, 207 Minor Hall, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903. The complete mailing address should beprinted or
typed, and the Zip Code should be included.
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probably agree with the ICMA's assessment
that "What this increasing 'legalization' of
manager council relationships is doing for
managers, the profession as a whole and
democratic processes in local government
remains unclear."
VIEWS ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT
AND MANAGEMENT
In addition to data on personal
characteristics,
education,
and
career
patterns, the 1980 ICMA survey included
questions about the relative satisfaction or
frustration that managers experienced on the
job. Managers were asked to rate their levels
of frustration or satisfaction in areas such as
policy making, professional relationships, and
local government effectiveness.
Policy includes society's most important
decisions. A policy is a definite course of
action selected to guide and determine present
and future decisions. Agreement about our
society's most important decisions necessarily
involves politics. Thus, policy is generally
formulated by elected representatives, to be
carried out by administrative staff.
Woodrow Wilson is credited with making
the major distinction between politics and
administration. "Policy does nothing without
the aid of administration," he wrote in 1887,
". .. but administration is not therefore
politics." Administrators ever since have been
advised to separate themselves from the
political policy-making arena. Nevertheless,
most professional administrators
and
managers are involved in the initiating and
preparatory stages of policy making, for
reasons such as the increased technicality of
subjects, for instance, or the desire of the
governing body to delegate part of the task
to the manager. Further, some managers may
have developed the perspective and ability to
recommend appropriate policy initiatives. As
C. A. Harrell, a former ICMA president, once
stated: "The ideal city manager is a positive,
vital force in the community. He spends a
great deal of time thinking of the broad
objectives which would greatly improve
community life. Why should he hesitate to
initiate policy proposals and submit them to
council?"
On the other hand, conflict between the
manager and the councilor board of
supervisors can result if the manager oversteps
his or her bounds and becomes too involved
either in policy making or politics. Philosophical differences between the manager and the
elected governing body on this issue can lead
to frustration for the manager, and likely the
elected body as well. As one county
administrator expressed this frustration, "You
hammer your head against a wall constantly,
and you just don't get where you think the
county should be."
Despite the possible perils, three-fourths of
Virginia's county administrators and over 80
percent of the municipal managers in Virginia
reported that they found policy formulation

satisfying. Only 8 of 105 managers who
answered this question said that they found
their role in local government policy making
frustrating. Satisfaction in policy formulation
is likely the result of either explicit or implicit
agreement between the elected governing
body and the appointed manager about how
aggressive the manager should be as a change
agent, and how visible the manager should
be in recommending and supporting policy
initiatives. Absent such agreement, councilmanager relations may become counterproductive. One Virginia county administrator
observed, "If the philosophy of the elected
body continues to conflict with that of the
professional administrator, the manager
should seriously consider relocating.... "
Managers' experiences in implementing
policy likewise were perceived to be mostly
satisfying. Over 80 percent of Virginia local
government managers reported that carrying
out policy decisions was either somewhat or
highly satisfying, and only 2 municipal
managers and I county administrator
indicated that the task was frustrating for
them. One county manager noted that
although policy implementation is mainly the
job of the appointed manager, board or
council members can play an important role
as well. A councilor board member with
particular interest or expertise in a specific
area could help, for example, by suggesting
techniques or methods for carrying out a
policy, or remaining involved with the project
in an oversight capacity.
The level of job satisfaction for local
government managers is partly a function of
one's relationships with councilor board
members, department heads, and community
citizens. When asked to rate their
relationships with their board or council
members, Virginia managers reported more
dissatisfaction in this area than in their
experience with making and carrying out
policy. Twenty-three percent of county
administrators and 33 percent of municipal
managers described the relationship as "soso," while eight county administrators (13%)
and 3 municipal managers (almost 7%) found
their relationships with councilor board
frustrating. Only 18 percent of the county
administrators and 24 percent of municipal
managers reported that their relationships
with "any or all council members" were highly
satisfying.
Although managers were not asked to
explain why they found these relationships
less than ideal, a likely explanation is that
conflict may arise between managers and their
governing bodies because the manager is
perceived as overstepping his bounds,
withholding information, or failing to
anticipate problems. Similarly, frustrations
can arise from conflicts between the manager
and the governing body about the governing
body's appropriate role in personnel affairs
or administrative matters. It is worth noting
again here that 30 percent of Virginia county

administrators gave "unsatisfactory relations
with council" as a primary reason for leaving
their previous job.
Managers described the relationship with
their elected employers in a variety of ways.
to
one
Virginia
county
According
administrator, the relationship is like a
marriage: " ... You have to. work at it
everyday." Another county administrator
described his relationship with the board of
supervisors as "a partnership. You need to
like the people you work with." He said that
he sometimes views himself as the "eighth
board member" and that part of his job is
to "recognize issues and bring them to the
attention of the board." He noted further that
it is important to communicate regularly and
honestly about community issues with all
council members. "You can't leave council
with the feeling, with the perception, that they
are left out."
Unlike the relationships with their elected
employers, most Virginia local government
managers reported positive experiences with
their department heads: 75 percent of county
administrators and 85 percent of municipal
managers f01Jnd their relationships with these
staff members satisfying. The relationship
between managers and their department
heads no doubt is related to the style of
management used. One city manager
explained that when he assumed his present
position, he gave his lower-level managers
"more authority and more training.... I gave
them the power. It's as if there were a big
basket of power on this desk when I came
in ... and I've attempted to systematically
empty that. It was full when I came. Maybe
now it's half full."
Managers also must deal almost daily with
citizens, and a majority of Virginia's managers
(60 percent) generally felt that their
relationships with citizens were satisfying. Ten
percent of county administrators did report
experiencing some frustration in this area.
When asked to what extent he enlisted the
support of influential community citizens to
achieve policy goals, one administrator
replied, "the administrator can get into
trouble by trying to sell directly to the people
a policy that the elected council opposes."
He went on to describe the relationship with
citizens as a two-way street: If an
administrator asks an influential citizen to
help generate support for a particular policy,
that citizen subsequently may want
preferential treatment from the administrator.
Most manuals and textbooks dealing with
local government administration also stress
the importance of fairness and impartiality
in dealing with citizens.
When managers were also asked whether
they thought that local governments were able
to take advantage of opportunities and to deal
with problems, their answers were revealing.
Fully one-third of the survey respondents
from Virginia's counties reported feeling
frustrated with the ability of local government
to deal with problems, and only 30 percent
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4For a discussion of the duties and powers of the manager under

nationally than by Virginia managers. At the
national level, most indicated that job
pressures were a primary concern, with long
hours, low pay, and lack of privacy also
mentioned frequently.
The
perception
of Virginia
local
government managers that they are working
for low salaries is not inaccurate. Although
salaries of Virginia managers have risen in
the past ten years, they have not kept pace
with the compensation afforded managers
across the nation. A comparison of some
ICMA salary data collected in 1973 with that
collected in 1983 reveals that the average
salary paid Virginia city and town managers
(taken together) has fallen during the past
ten years from about 4 percent above the
national average to just below the national
average. 5 The managers of Virginia's cities
and towns reported an average annual salary
in 1973 of $20,571, just slightly above the
national average for that year of $20,340. As
of January 1983, however, the average annual
salary for Virginia's municipal (city and town)
managers was $37,151, compared to $38,738
for those managers nationally. County administrators' salaries in Virginia lag even further
behind the national average. As of January
1983, the average salary of county administrators in Virginia was $32,412 and of county
administrators nationally, $38,126, a difference of almost 15 percent.
It is also interesting to compare the salaries
of city, town, and county administrators
within Virginia. Salaries paid to Virginia town
managers in 1983 ranged from $15,000 to
$44,520, with an average salary of $27,454.
Salaries paid Virginia city managers exhibited
a similar wide range-from $24,000 up to
$74,900. The average salary for Virginia city
managers in 1983 was $46,965. As noted
previously, county administrators' salaries in
Virginia averaged $32,412. Virginia county
administrators thus were paid about 30
percent less, on the average, than city
managers in Virginia in 1983.
The lack of job security noted by many
local government managers has been a
troublesome reality of the position. That fact
is aptly illustrated by the comment one
member of a county board of supervisors
made to a Virginia newspaper reporter: "... if
I did not believe in the direction the county
administrator is going, I could see that he's
fired tomorrow." This lack of job security had
led local government managers to seek a
contractual employment agreement with their
councilor board of supervisors. Although
such data was not available in 1974, by 1980
14 percent of the county administrators and
13 percent of the municipal managers in
Virginia had a written employment contract
or agreement. In this respect, also, Virginia
managers
differed
from
other local
government managers in all states, almost 30

the six different forms of county government and organization
in Virginia. see Marcia S. Mashaw. Vir~inia County Supervisors'
Manual. 4th ed. rev. (Charlottesville: Virginia Association of
Counties and Institute of Government. University of Virginia.
1982). pp. 2844.

5The 1983 salary data were obtained in telephone interviews
with Amy Cohen Paul. editor. Urban Data Service Reports
(October 20. 1983 and March 13. 1984). Salary data for county
administrators were not collected by ICMA in 1973.

directly from county government. County
administrators, on the other hand, frequently
had gained their past experience in municipal
government; 36% had been working for either
a city or a town when hired by the county.
Why did these local government managers
decide to leave their previous positions?
According to the 1980 survey, most Virginia
respondents said their main reason was career
advancement, salary advancement, or a better
retirement plan. Few of the managers noted
family or personal reasons as a primary force
behind their most recent career move.
17
Virginia
county
Significantly,
administrators, or almost 30 percent of those
who answered this question, also cited
"unsatisfactory relations with council" as a
primary reason for leaving their previous
position. Only 3 Virginia municipal managers
indicated
that
such
unsatisfactory
relationships figured in their decision to move
to another position. Similarly, no Virginia
municipal manager who responded to the
1980 survey said that he had been fired from
his immediate prior position. Three county
administrators, however, said that they either
had been fired or asked to leave their previous
position. It would be interesting to know what
factors contributed to the rather striking
difference between the counties and the
municipalities in this regard. One possible
hypothesis relates to the fact that Virginia
counties overall have not had the long
experience
with
managers
that
the
municipalities have. (In fact, in all but eight
counties, the position of manager is still an
optional one.) Because counties have had less
time to become accustomed to a manager,
the role and relationships between the
manager and the board of supervisors may
not have become as clearly defined as in the
cities and towns. In addition, municipal
managers generally have been given broader
powers, both through general law and local
charters, than have the managers in most
Virginia counties. 4
When Virginia managers were asked if they
had seriously considered leaving the local
government management profession, a
majority of them said "yes." Over 60 percent
of county administrators and 70 percent of
municipal managers had seriously considered
working in some other field. The three most
prevalent reasons cited were job pressure, lack
of job security, and long hours. Almost half
also listed low pay as another reason that
they had considered resigning.
Nearly two-thirds of all local government
managers in the U. S. who responded to the
1980 ICMA survey had also, at some point
in their career, given serious thought to
resigning. Interestingly, the lack of job
security was cited less frequently by managers

percent of whom were employed under
written contract in 1980.
According to lCMA, local government
contracts are here to stay, largely because the
profession has proved to be such a highly
uncertain career. Another intended objective
of an employment contract is to enable the
manager to approach with objectivity those
decisions that may not be popular but that
he or she believes are good for the community.
One county administrator put it this way:
"I'm going to always recommend what I think
is right and what I think is good for the
community.... If I'm concerned about my
personal welfare or being fired, I would not
approach
with
detachment
the
recommendations I had to make."
Apparently the merits of employment
contracts for managers have been debated for
a long time. Two opposing points of view
on appointing managers for a definite term
are summarized in some undated but
yellowed newspaper clippings concerned with
the Arlington County Manager Act, which
was passed by the Virginia General Assembly
in 1930. An editorial writer who criticized
the idea claimed:
... a good county manager system
. .. requires that the manager be
completely responsible to the board,
subject to removal at any time if
he does not carry out the board's
policies. Under the Arlington Act,
however, the manager must be hired
for a definite term of one year, so
for a year ... the board cannot easily
fire him.
In a subsequent letter to the editor, an
Arlington resident disagreed:
You condemn the Arlington Act as
being weak because the county
manager is relatively secure in his
job and the board cannot easily fire
him. This was deliberately placed
in the Act so that the county
manager would have a sense of
security for a year unless he was
guilty of misfeasance, malfeasance,
or inefficiency in office. This has
proved tremendously beneficial in
that it has enabled the county
manager to make decisions which
often were not popular and
prevented him from being
subject to political pressure.''6
Striking a successful balance between
accountability and objective analysis and
recommendation will probably remain a
challenge to the council-manager system in
Virginia. At this point, most of the appointed
and elected local government officials would

6The Arlington county manager currently is appointed, as
specified by Virginia Statute, " ... for an indefinite period ... subject
to removal by the county board at any time.

THE 350th ANNIVERSARY OF JAMES CITY COUNTY, 1634-1984
SCHEDULE OF PUBLIC FORUMS
J ames City County this year is celebrating its 350th anniversary as one of the eight original counties in the United States.
As part of this celebration, the county will have a series of nine community forums, sponsored by the Virginia Foundation
for the Humanities and Public Policy. These forums will examine different aspects of the county's past and their relationship
to the present. The forums, all of which are open to the public, will begin in April 1984 and continue through August 1984.
For further information on the forums or other events that James City County is planning for its anniversary celebration,
write or call Mrs. Robinette Fitzsimmons, James City County Anniversary Coordinator, P.O. Box JC, Williamsburg, VA 231873627; telephone 804/220-1122.
The complete schedule for the community forums is given below; please note that the July 11 forum begins at 7:00 p.m.
instead of 7:30 p.m.
1. Early History of the Eight Original Counties
Date/Time: April 11,7:30 p.m.
Location: Jamestown Island
Presenter: Dr. Peter Bergstrom, Research Associate,
Research Department, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
2. The Archaeological Record of James City County's Past:
1607-1699
Date/Time: April 25, 7:30 p.m.
Location: Regional Library of Williamsburg-James City
County
Presenter: Mr. Alain Outlaw, Commissioner of
Archaeology, Virginia Historic Land.marks Commission,
Research Center for Archaeology
3. An Archaeological Interpretation of James City County's
Past: 1640-1850
Date/Time: May 9, 7:30 p.m.
Location: Busch Hospitality House
Presenter: Dr. William M. Kelso, Resident Archaeologist,
Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation
4. The Ethnic Heritage of James City County
Date/Time: May 23, 7:30 p.m.
Location: Norge Community Center
Presenter: Mr. Phillip Morgan, Research Fellow, Institute
of Early American History and Culture
5. The Story of the "James City County Records": What
We Know From 1782 to 1865
Date/Time: June 13, 7:30 p.m.
Location: Hilton Conference Center
Presenter: Parke Rouse, Jr.
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6. Worship and Religious Life in Colonial and Later James
City County
Date/Time: June 27,7:30 p.m.
Location: Olive Branch Christian Church, Toano
Presenter: Dr. David L. Holmes, Professor of Religion,
College of William and Mary
7. Preserving James City County's Environmental Heritage
Date/Time: July 11, 7:00 p.m.
Location: Carter's Grove
Presenter: Dr. Jon Hutchison, School of Architecture,
Division of Urban and Environmental Planning,
University of Virginia
8. Changing Land Use Practices: 1634-1984
Date/Time: July 25, 7:30 p.m.
Location: Jamestown Island
Presenter: Dr. Beverly Yanich, College of Architecture and
Urban Studies, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State
University
9. James City County after 400 Years: A Glimpse of the
Future
Date/Time: August 8, 7:30 p.m.
Location: James City County Government Complex
Presenter: Dr. Florence F. Hood, Professor, Home
Economics Education, School of Social Science, Norfolk
State University; World Future Society, Virginia State
Coordinator
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